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Draw Faces In 15 Minutes By Jake Spicer
Whether you're an aspiring artist or new to the medium, seasoned instructor and
accomplished artist Nathan Fowkes makes drawing portraits in charcoal not only
accessible, but also a real pleasure! From stocking the best supplies to using them
effectively, and composing a portrait while avoiding common mistakes, How to
Draw Portraits in Charcoal by Nathan Fowkes will place you firmly on the path to
producing the charcoal portraits you've dreamed of creating. His easy-to-follow tips,
in-depth tutorials, and valuable exercises make this guide your first step toward
building an understanding and appreciation for every face you draw. This handy
book will equip you with the skills to capture them in beautiful charcoal fashion.
Explains how to use a few simple shapes, letters, numbers, and symbols to draw
almost any animal.
Yes, you can draw! And Draw Faces in 15 Minutes will show you how to draw
people's faces. By the time you finish this book, you'll have all the skills you need to
achieve a striking likeness in a drawn portrait, using a proven method from a
professional life-drawing teacher. Artist and life-drawing expert Jake Spicer takes
you through a series of carefully crafted tutorials, from how to put together a basic
portrait sketch to developing your portraits and then taking your drawings further.
From understanding and constructing the head and shaping the hair, to checking
the relationships of the features and achieving a lifelike expression, every aspect of
the portrait process is examined, along with advice on which materials to use and
how to find a model. Inside you'll find beautifully illustrated, easy-to-follow, step-bystep chapters that make it easy for anyone to draw a face.
This book contains a classic guide to drawing people, offering instructions and tips
for drawing different poses and body types. It is split into sixty-four easy exercises
covering such subjects as 'Gesture Drawing', 'Group Poses', 'Study of the Bones',
etc. With simple, step-by-step instructions and many helpful diagrams, this is a book
that will be of considerable utility to anyone wishing to learn how to draw. Many
vintage books such as this are increasingly scarce and expensive. It is with this in
mind that we are republishing this volume now in an affordable, modern, highquality edition complete with a specially-commissioned new introduction on
illustration.
How to Draw a Portrait
A Step-By-Step Guide to Drawing Faces
The Big Book of Faces,How to Draw Realistic Faces,Draw Faces in 15 Minutes,Step
by Step to Learn Drawing Face,How to Draw Faces Step by Step, How to Draw
Faces for Adults , (Dover How to Draw)
Sketching People
Faces and Figures
The 9/11 Commission Report
How to Draw Portraits in Charcoal
Yes, you can draw! And Draw People in 15 Minutes will show you how.
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By the time you finish this book you'll have all the skills and the
confidence you need to sketch people on the move or on the couch.
Professional art instructor Jake Spicer takes you through every aspect
of drawing from life, from sketching bodies in a busy public space to
drawing a model from real life or a photograph. Carefully crafted
exercises break down the drawing process into easily digestible parts,
while step-by-step tutorials demonstrate how you can create a fulllength portrait in just 15 minutes. With advice on everything from
materials to use to how to get a person's proportions right, including
how to draw hands, feet, and fabric, this is the complete course for
anyone who's ever wanted to draw people.
you can draw! And Draw Faces in 15 Minutes will show you how to
draw people's faces. By the time you finish this book, you'll have all
the skills you need to achieve a striking likeness in a drawn portrait,
using a proven method from a professional life-drawing teacher.Learn
how to draw faces! This book features over 90 easy to follow step-bystep lessons that will capture your imagination and inspire creativity.
Happy Drawing!*The book is your best teacher*In this book you will
learn to draw realistic faces*If you love to learn to draw people, in this
book you will learn to draw faces in all the details*You will learn to
draw faces step by step*You will learn from the beginning to draw the
faces of women and men as well*Enjoy with the book and learn
drawing with me step by stepHow to Draw Faces Step by Step: Learn
by Example - Drawing Realistic Faces and Heads
In this book, you will discover how to draw a portrait in the threequarters view. It contains 47 step-by-step illustrations that will guide
you one step at a time from blank sheet of paper to the finished
portrait.This book is suitable for beginners as well as for advanced art
students.Vladimir London - internationally published Author and Art
Tutor, the Founder of Drawing Academy
(http://DrawingAcademy.com), Anatomy Master Class
(http://AnatomyMasterClass.com), and co-founder of Web Art
Academy (http://WebArtAcademy.com) - will show you all you need to
know about portrait drawing.The portrait drawing method you are
about to discover is based on the following values:- Use of
constructive drawing principles;- The knowledge of human head
proportions;- And the knowledge of human head and face
anatomy.You will also discover what common mistakes in portrait
drawing are and how to avoid them. You will find answer to such
questions as:- How do I draw a portrait proficiently;- How to place
facial features in the right place;- How to draw realistic portraits;How to gain confidence in portrait drawing;- and many more...This
book also contains a very special Bonus - the access to the Free "How
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to Draw a Portrait" Video Lesson!
Learn how to draw proportional, realistic portraits in this easy to
follow, step-by-step tutorial! Learn from an experienced artist and art
teacher, Jasmina Susak, who will guide you in drawing process from
complete scratch to the finished portrait. Not only will you learn how
to draw facial features and skin, but hair too in this highly detailed
tutorial. This tutorial was made for intermediate artists, but beginners
should also give it a try since Jasmina will share a lot of tips and tricks
that will help you understand the most important things behind a
realistic style of drawing. Take this book, enhance your drawing skills,
and get your portraits to the next level!
The Quick and Easy Way to Draw Almost Anything
Just Draw! Faces in 15 Minutes
Final Report of the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon
the United States
How to Speed Draw Faces and Portraits in 15 Minutes
Learn How to Draw Pokemon In This Easy Drawing Tutorial
Draw People in 15 Minutes
Capture the beauty of the human form
“The book casts a curiously sweet spell.” – Entertainment Weekly
Eleven Minutes tells the story of Maria, a young girl from a Brazilian
village whose first innocent brushes with love leave her heartbroken.
At a tender age, she becomes convinced that she will never find true
love, instead believing that “love is a terrible thing that will make
you suffer.” A chance meeting in Rio takes her to Geneva, where she
dreams of finding fame and fortune, yet ends up working as a
prostitute. In Geneva, Maria’s despairing view of love is put to the
test when she meets a handsome young painter. In this odyssey of selfdiscovery, Maria must choose between pursuing a path of
darkness—sexual pleasure for its own sake—or risking everything to
find her own inner light and the possibility of true love.
Learn to draw in 30 days with Emmy award-winning PBS host Mark Kistler
Drawing is an acquired skill, not a talent--anyone can learn to draw!
All you need is a pencil, a piece of paper, and the willingness to tap
into your hidden artistic abilities. With Emmy award-winning, longtime
PBS host Mark Kistler as your guide, you'll learn the secrets of
sophisticated three-dimensional renderings, and have fun along the
way--in just 20 minutes a day for a month. Inside you'll find: Quick
and easy step-by-step instructions for drawing everything from simple
spheres to apples, trees, buildings, and the human hand and face More
than 500 line drawings, illustrating each step Time-tested tips,
techniques, and tutorials for drawing in 3-D The 9 Fundamental Laws of
Drawing to create the illusion of depth in any drawing 75 student
examples to help gauge your own progress
Provides a series of lesson on foreshortening, surface, shading,
shadow, density, contour, overlapping, and size, and suggests that
daily practice is important for developing one's artistic skills
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Draw the people and faces around you--a kid's guide to portrait
drawing Anyone can take a picture--but drawing a person with
recognizable likeness takes practice. Portrait drawing offers a
completely unique interpretation of your subject, and Portrait Drawing
for Kids gives budding artists the skill set they need to draw
pictures of themselves, their family, and friends. Broken down into
simple, step-by-step instructions, this book will teach you every
aspect of portraiture, from features of the face, to capturing
emotions, to techniques like shading and highlighting. This drawing
for kids book will help you take your artistic talents to the next
level--beginning with a sharpened pencil. Portrait Drawing for Kids
includes: Selfie know-how--Not only will you learn to create pictures
of other people, but you'll also learn the art of self-portraits.
Inspirational activities--Each lesson offers separate drawing for kids
exercises to inspire you to establish your abilities on your own. A
painter's toolbox--Get introductions to your full range of art
instruments--from sketch pads to colored pencils--as well as terms of
the trade like contour, midtones, exposure, and more. Interested in a
drawing for kids book but not sure where to start? Portrait Drawing
for Kids is ideal for budding artists!
The Natural Way to Draw - A Working Plan for Art Study
How to Draw Pokemon Step by Step Book 12
A Fast, Fun & Effective Way to Learn
Drawing Ideas
Draw Horses in 15 Minutes
How to Draw People
How to Draw Faces - Learn to Draw People from Complete Scratch
The joyful feeling of creating art is at your fingertips with Drawing for Joy. In Drawing for Joy,
author and illustrator Stephanie Peterson Jones offers beginning artists a low-stress way to
build a successful daily drawing practice in just 15 minutes a day. The accessible series of 52
week-by-week exercises, each with 7 drawing prompts or starts, teaches readers how to
draw by exploring line, texture, pattern, and color. The book begins with basic information
on the required materials for completing the exercises and essential techniques and
strategies for coloring your creations. The exercises start with a focus on simple shapes such
as circles, squares, and other geometric textures, then progress gradually toward creating
more realistic motifs, including florals and other natural shapes, all built with line and
pattern.
Learn to draw and sketch your urban environment with quick and easy lessons. THE SUPERFAST DRAWING TECHNIQUE ANYONE CAN LEARN Anyone can draw, and anybody who can
already draw can always learn to draw better. In this book, leading art tutor Matthew Brehm
gives you all the skills you need to sketch the urban environment in just 15 minutes. Good
drawings aren't always the ones that you've spent a lot of time over; some of the best pieces
are swift, energetic studies that capture the feel of the subject in a few well-placed lines. This
book contains a series of exercises that develop the core skills for drawing buildings and
cities, all of which can be completed in a quarter of an hour. · Build confidence in mark
making.· Understand perspective.· Play with proximity and point of view.· Record details
such as reflections and shadows.· Capture the character of buildings and cities.
Create effective portraits in a matter of minutes with this practical drawing guide, written by
experienced art educator Susie Hodge. Producing portraits has always been considered an
important skill for artists, so Just Draw! Faces in 15 Minutes explains the skills a budding
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artist needs so that you can try your hand at a variety of projects, all in easy, 15-minute
periods. You'll learn: • How to create quick sketches • How to convey age, tone and
ethnicity • How to produce accurate features • The difference between drawing a person
in profile and face-on With lots of projects to try your hand at, and no matter what your level
of skill, this is the perfect way to improve or learn from scratch.
"A new edition with a final chapter written forty years after the explosion."
How to Draw Realistic Portraits for Beginners
Draw 15 minute portraits
Eleven Minutes
Step-by-Step Lessons for Figures and Poses
15-Minute Daily Meditations to Cultivate Drawing Skill and Unwind with Color--365 Prompts
for Aspiring Artists
How to Get Started in Figure Drawing
The Super-Fast Drawing Technique Anyone Can Learn

Continuing the success of the Draw in 15 Minutes series, horse artist
Diana Hand shows you how to express your love of horses through
drawing. In a series of tutorials, she describes every stage from finding
your model and learning the basic skills of drawing to portraying the
movement and spirit of the individual horse. Draw Horses in 15 Minutes
will inspire you to make your own expressive drawings based on the
principles of equine anatomy. Furthermore, you will discover a skill you
never thought you had.
Provides the final report of the 9/11 Commission detailing their findings
on the September 11 terrorist attacks.
Draw amazingly accurate portraits starting today! Even if you're an
absolute beginner, you can render strikingly realistic faces and selfportraits! Instructor and FBI-trained artist Carrie Stuart Parks makes it
simple with foolproof step-by-step instructions that are fun and easy to
follow. You'll quickly begin to: • Master proportions and map facial
features accurately • Study shapes within a composition and draw
them realistically • Use value, light and shading to add life and depth
to any portrait • Render tricky details, including eyes, noses, mouths
and hair Proven, hands-on exercises and before-and-after examples
from Parks' students ensure instant success! It's all the guidance and
inspiration you need to draw realistic faces with precision, confidence
and style!
Provides instructions on the art of portrait drawing.
Amaze your friends with your drawing skills
Drawing Realistic Pencil Portraits Step by Step
You Can Draw in 30 Days
How to Draw Faces in Simple Steps
Learn to draw step by step
Drawing Portraits
A Mixed-Media Portrait Workshop
"As long as humans have been alive, we have drawn." ~Justin Maas Drawing is
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the most essential of all visual arts. Everyone, from sculptors to painters, draws in
one form or another. It is also the simplest and most affordable form of artistic
expression. All you need is a pencil and paper to make something magical. But to
create a successful portrait, one must understand how to capture a person’s
likeness--their spirit--and portray it in graphite. In Drawing Realistic Pencil
Portraits, artist and teacher Justin Maas provides a step-by-step guide for both
novice and experience portraitists looking to enhance their skillsets. His tried-andtrue techniques for mastering the basics and accurately rendering proportion,
placement and nuance when drawing the head and face will help you add energy
and life to your drawings and create recognizable and moving portraits. In this
book: • Lessons in drawing basics, including value, line, shadow, light and
anatomy • How to work from both reference photographs and live models, plus
tips for selecting your subjects • Step-by-step demos to create crucial features,
such as eyes, ears, and hair • Methods for building successful portraits, including
the grid method, the tracing method and the author's own Maas method • 15
detailed step-by-step portrait-drawing demos with subjects of different ages,
genders and ethnicities • A gallery of additional portrait examples in both blackand-white and full color
Alice in Wonderland (also known as Alice's Adventures in Wonderland), from
1865, is the peculiar and imaginative tale of a girl who falls down a rabbit-hole
into a bizarre world of eccentric and unusual creatures. Lewis Carroll's prominent
example of the genre of "literary nonsense" has endured in popularity with its
clever way of playing with logic and a narrative structure that has influence
generations of fiction writing.
Always wanted to learn how to draw? Now's your chance. Kean University
Teacher of the Year Robin Landa has cleverly disguised an entire college-level
course on drawing in this fun, hands-on, begging-to-be-drawn-in sketchbook. Even
if you're one of the four people on this planet who have never picked up a pencil
before, you will learn how to transform your doodles into realistic drawings that
actually resemble what you're picturing in your head. In this book, you will learn
how to use all of the formal elements of drawing–line, shape, value, color, pattern,
and texture–to create well-composed still lifes, landscapes, human figures, and
faces. Keep your pencils handy while you're reading because you're going to get
plenty of drawing breaks– and you can do most of them right in the book while the
techniques are fresh in your mind. To keep you inspired, Landa breaks up the stepby-step instruction with drawing suggestions and examples from a host of creative
contributors including designers Stefan G. Bucher and Jennifer Sterling, artist
Greg Leshé, illustrator Mary Ann Smith, animator Hsinping Pan, and more.
Perfect for aspiring designers, Drawing and Painting Beautiful Faces is an
inspiring, mixed-media workbook on how to draw and paint beautiful, fashion
illustration–style faces. Author Jane Davenport is a beloved artist and
international workshop instructor known by her thousands of students and fans
for her over-the-top, enthusiastic, happy, and encouraging style. In Drawing and
Painting Beautiful Faces, Davenport guides you, step by step, through the
foundations of drawing a face, developing successful features, creating skin tones,
playing with bright colors, shading, highlighting, and much more as you learn to
create amazing mixed-media portraits. With this elegantly designed guidebook,
you will quickly master a variety of techniques in a variety ofmediums, including:
Pencil Marker Pen Watercolor Acrylic paint Ink Pastel Ephemera Drawing and
Painting Beautiful Faces will have you dancing your way through the exercises. In
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no time at all, you will have a selection of beautifully faced portraits ready to
view, display, or even sell to a fashion designer.
The Step-By-step Guide on How to Draw Portraits in the Three-quarters View
Drawing for Joy
Mark Kistler'S Draw Squad
Portrait Drawing for Kids
The 15-Minute Artist
The super-fast drawing technique anyone can learn
Drawing and Sketching Portraits
This generously illustrated book provides step-by-step lessons and exercises to help
you learn how to draw people today! Have you always wished you could draw portraits
and faces? Get a head start on learning how with this book. Don't worry about
talent--talent is overrated. Anyone can learn how to draw people! There are some
wonderful techniques to get you off to a great start. Plus, you'll have a lot of fun in the
process. You will learn many methods that artists have been using for centuries! There
are over 60 original illustrations in this book, with step-by-step tutorials that walk you
through drawing your own portraits!
A primer for design professionals across all disciplines that helps them create
compelling and original concept designs by hand--as opposed to on the computer--in
order to foster collaboration and win clients. In today's design world, technology for
expressing ideas is pervasive; CAD models and renderings created with computer
software provide an easy option for creating highly rendered pieces. However, the
accessibility of this technology means that fewer designers know how to draw by hand,
express their ideas spontaneously, and brainstorm effectively.In a unique board binding
that mimics a sketchbook, Drawing Ideas provides a complete foundation in the
techniques and methods for effectively communicating to an audience through clear
and persuasive drawings.
Learn to create detailed, realistic portraits in graphite pencil from basic shapes.
Successfully drawing the human face is one of the most challenging, yet rewarding,
artistic experiences. Faces & Features shows you how to capture the unique
characteristics of the human face in graphite pencil, with tips on choosing materials,
building with basic shapes, placing proportionate features, defining facial expression,
and shading to develop form and realism. With a wealth of detailed step-by-step
projects to both re-create and admire, Debra Kauffman Yaun teaches artists how to
develop a portrait drawing to its fullest. She shares her personal methods for rendering
the human face in all its expressiveness as she introduces tips and techniques for
approachingbabies, children, teenagers, and adults of all ages. This book includes indepth information on specific facial features as well as detailed, step-by-step exercises
that explore ways to develop complete portraits. And the wealth of beautiful, inspiring
examples ensure that Faces & Features will be a welcome addition to any artist’s
drawing reference library. Drawing faces can be a challenge, but with this step-by-step
guide, you’ll be rendering realistic portraits in no time. Designed for beginners, the How
to Draw & Paint series offers an easy-to-follow guide that introduces artists to basic
tools and materials and includes simple step-by-step lessons for a variety of projects
suitable for the aspiring artist. Faces & Features allows artists to develop their drawing
skills, demonstrating how to start with basic shapes and use pencil and shading
techniques to create varied textures, values, and details for a realistic, completed
drawing.
Life Drawing in 15 Minutes is the latest addition to the best-selling Draw in 15 Minutes
series. Following the success of Draw Faces and Draw People, artist and drawing expert
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Jake Spicer introduces you to the most important skill in the artist's repertoire: life
drawing. From understanding relationships and proportions and considering basic
anatomy, to learning about mark-making and tonal values, Jake takes you through the
process of drawing the most rewarding of subjects: life class remains a key component
of nearly every art degree in the UK With step-by-steps and techniques derived from his
proven life-class methods, Jake gives you the skills to create beautiful life drawings
quickly, successfully and, ultimately, in only 15 minutes.
Life Drawing in 15 Minutes
A Hand-Drawn Approach for Better Design
Draw Faces
The Fun, Easy Way to Learn to Draw in One Month or Less
Draw Faces in 15 Minutes
How to Draw a Face When You Have No Drawing Skills
How to Draw Action Figures

Jump in and start drawing with more than 60 step-by-step
projects--which take 15 minutes each--from bestselling
author Catherine Holmes. Holmes's tutorials break the
process down so aspiring artists can quickly achieve
satisfying results. In addition to pencil renderings, she
explains how to work with a variety of media and provides
tips and sidebars on such techniques as blending, texture,
perspective, and shading.
This book is ideal for anyone with an interest in the visual
character of the cities and buildings that frame our lives.
Expert art tutor and writer Matthew Brehm helps you capture
the life of the places where you work and spend your free
time, and the places you visit in your travels. The skills
and strategies presented here will help you make a visual
record of the urban places you experience, and help you
learn about these places in the process. Draw Buildings and
Cities in 15 Minutes is a perfect addition to the successful
Draw in 15 Minutes series. Responding to the popularity of
the Urban Sketchers movement, expert artist Matthew Brehm
teaches the reader how to capture the city environment
speedily and successfully, while also teaching them
essential drawing skills along the way.
Welcome to Pokémon World! Have you been practiced to be one
of the strongest Pokémon trainers in the world? How is that
going? Good or not? Not familiar with your Pokémon in your
own team?! Don't worry. Keep calm down. You have come to the
right place. This drawing book is everything you need.
Prepare yourself quickly! Pick up some paper and this book.
The book will amazingly help you getting close to Pokémon by
drawing and coloring them, from Pikachu to Teddiursa, every
Pokémon that you love. Don't forget to bring your pencils,
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crayons, and, importantly, Your Poké Balls! Let's catch stepby-step secret tips on drawing Pokémon to getting to know
them best! The drawing guide in this book tells you exactly
how easy and simple to draw them. It will make you become
not only one of the strongest Pokémon trainers but also one
of the Pokémon drawing masters in the world!! Are you ready?
Grab your Poké balls and Let's Go!
The Ultimate Beginner's Guide to Drawing Figures! To draw an
anatomical figure, you don't need a stack of weighty anatomy
books. Just take it step by step! In How to Draw People,
author Jeff Mellem teaches beginning artists how to draw the
human figure, from stick figure to anatomically accurate
person, in clear, easy-to-follow lessons. More than just a
reference, this book provides the step-by-step instruction
to teach you to draw the human figure and the anatomical
knowledge to draw it realistically. In each chapter, called
"levels," you'll learn core concepts for drawing the human
figure. Each new chapter builds on the previous one to give
you the skills you need to add complexity to your drawing.
By the end of each chapter, you will be able to draw the
figure with greater detail. By the end of Level 5, you will
be able to draw an expressive figure with defined muscle
groups in a variety of poses both real and imagined. • Clear
goals to progress from stick figure to anatomically correct
• Exercises and assignments to practice new skills • LevelUp Checklists in each chapter to assess your skills before
moving on With clear step-by-step demonstrations and checkins along the way, How to Draw People is the beginner's
guide to drawing realistic figures.
A Novel
Book 2: More Than 70 Sketches of Action Figures and Action
Poses
Basic Techniques for the Head and Face
DRAW
Secrets to Drawing Realistic Faces
Alice in Wonderland
Drawing and Painting Beautiful Faces
Yes you can draw! Following the success of the Draw in 15 Minutes series, Jake Spicer has
created a straightforward drawing course that anyone can follow. Using the tried and tested
methods honed in his successful drawing classes, Jake guides the reader through a programme
of subjects and scenarios, all designed to give the beginner confidence and build their skills.
The subjects include still lifes, cityscapes, people and pets, and each lesson is accompanied by
exercises and tips for improvement. The last section of the book looks at skills in more detail,
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and can be referenced at any stage. Draw is carefully crafted to look and feel accessible to the
beginner draftsman, and the lessons are thoughtfully balanced to complement this. Along with
the friendly approach, the author provides a thorough foundation in drawing, giving the
reader the perfect base to develop their skills and become a confident artist.
How do you draw a portrait in 15-20 minutes? In the past decade or so, I have made thousands
of dollars sitting at events and drawing fast sketches of people’s faces. I got faster and more
exact as I kept practicing, but I also discovered that you should learn some basic techniques
before you even give it a try. While you’re sketching as fast as you can and looking at the
facial features, examining everything in your brains and taking it all in, there are certain
tricks you can use, questions you have to ask yourself when you’re studying a face, and tips you
should know in order to minimize the time you spend on them. In this book, I will tell you what
I know, give you a number of examples, and take you through what I have found to be the most
effective steps when you’re sketching a portrait.
Presents step-by-step instructions for drawing twenty-eight head-to-shoulder portraits of people
of various sexes, ages, and nationalities.
Learn to draw a portrait in 15 minutes! In the past ten years, I have earned thousands of
dollars sitting at events and drawing fast sketches of people's faces. I got faster and more
precise as I kept practicing, but I also discovered you need some basic knowledge to even give it
a try. While you're sketching as fast as you can and looking at the facial features, analyzing
everything in your brains, there are certain tricks you can apply, questions you have to ask
yourself when you're analyzing a face, and tips you should know in order to minimize the time
you spend on them. In this book, I will tell you what I know, give you a number of examples,
and take you through what I have found to be the most effective steps when you're sketching a
portrait. This is a unique method that will help you become better faster. Don't wait and grab
this fantastic chance of becoming a fast portrait artist! Keywords: Realistic portrait drawing,
draw realistic portraits, draw realistic faces, draw realistic people, drawing realistic faces,
drawing realistic people, drawing realistic portraits, steps to draw portraits, steps to draw faces,
steps to draw people, pencil portraits, pencil drawings, draw in pencil, how to draw people, how
to draw with pencil, how to draw realistically, how to draw faces, how to draw portraits, draw
portraits from photographs, drawings from photographs, draw people from photographs, draw
faces from photographs, realistic drawings from photographs, realistic face drawings, simple
drawing steps, tips for drawing portraits, tips for drawing faces, tips for drawing people,
drawing techniques, art techniques, get better at drawing, become better at drawing, pencil
sketching, sketching realistic faces, sketching realistic people, realistic sketches, how to pencil
sketch, sketching with pencils, realistic pencil sketching, how to draw better, how to draw
people better, how to draw faces better, how to draw portraits better, portrait sketching, portrait
drawings, portrait drawing book, portrait sketching book, pencil sketching book, live portraits,
quick portraits, fast portraits, fast sketches, quick sketching, fast sketching, draw fast, learn to
draw fast, fast drawing, speed drawings
Ed Emberley's Drawing Book of Animals
An Urban Sketcher's Guide to Drawing Figures and Faces
The Guided Sketchbook That Teaches You How to DRAW!
Fast-Sketch Techniques to Draw 15-Minute Faces
Draw Faces in 15 Minutes the Works
Drawing: Faces & Features
Hiroshima
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This is the second book, with more sketches and amazing art!
You probably enjoyed the first book, but you'll enjoy this
one at least as much as the first one! This book is full of
beautiful sketches that will help you along the way to
becoming a great action artist. Action figures are all based
on standard proportions and poses, and in this book, you'll
learn how to draw those. Sounds fun, right?! Some of the
things you'll learn in this book: More comic anatomy More
fighters and crazy poses How to draw even more attractive
women Drawing strong guys from action figure examples And
much more! Keywords: drawing comic figures, draw action
poses, drawing action poses, how to draw action poses, how
to draw comic poses, draw cool comic figures, draw comic
characters, how to draw comic characters, draw action poses
well, methods to draw action figures, ways to draw action
figures, action figure drawing book, action figure book,
action figure art, drawing guide, draw action guide, drawing
action figures ebook, book about drawing, drawing books,
drawing comic book, comic book drawings, draw females, draw
swords, drawing females, drawing males, drawing women,
drawing men, how to draw women, how to draw men, draw
archers, draw swordsmen, foreshortening, basic proportions,
draw poses, drawing swords and guns, how to draw guns, how
to draw muscles, draw muscles, draw anatomy, how to draw
anatomy, learn to draw, learn to draw anatomy, learn to draw
action figures, learn to draw men, learn to draw women
Draw Buildings and Cities in 15 Minutes
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